Message Text

UNCLASSIFIED

PAGE 01   STATE 048651

61

ORIGIN   EUR-25

INFO OCT-01    ADP-00    PRS-01    PA-03    USIE-00    SSO-00    NSC-10

NSCE-00    SS-14    M-03    A-01    RSC-01    /059 R

DRAFTED BY EUR/ WE - CTMAGEE: PAM
3/15/73:22453

APPROVED BY EUR - AMBASSADOR IRWIN
---------------------       066993
O 160058 Z MAR 73
FM SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSY PARIS IMMEDIATE

UNCLAS STATE 048651

E. O. 11652:   N/ A
TAGS:   OGEN, APER ( IRWIN, JOHN N. II)
SUBJECT:   AMBASSADOR’ S ARRIVAL STATEMENT

FROM AMBASSADOR IRWIN

REF:   PARIS 6246, STATE 47851

PLEASE DELETE FOLLOWING PHRASE FROM LAST SENTENCE OF
FRENCH VERSION OF ARRIVAL STATEMENT  QUOTE D’ EXPLIQUER A
LA NATION FRANCAISE LES BUTS ET LES ASPIRATIONS DE
L' AMERIQUE ET UNQUOTE.

ROGERS

UNCLASSIFIED

*** Current Handling Restrictions ***   n/a
*** Current Classification ***   UNCLASSIFIED